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‘Jean-Jacques étoit né pour la Musique’, Rous-
seau wrote in his Dialogues: ‘Ses idées dans l’art 
et sur l’art sont fécondes, intarissables’.1 Only 
recently have commentators begun to take 
him at his word. For much of the twentieth 

century critical opinion instead followed Fétis’ 
lead in dismissing Rousseau as a musical dilet-
tante: a suggestive writer on musical aesthetics, 
perhaps; but in the end, a philosophe prone to 
sententious pronouncements on an art whose 
rudiments he scarcely understood.2 
Rousseau anticipated this reception, but he as-
sumed at first that his Dictionnaire de musique 
would rebut any insinuation of musical incom-
petence: ‘Comme je ne fus jamais un grand 
croque-note’, he remarked in the Confessions, 
‘je suis persuadé que sans mon Dictionnaire 
de musique, on auroit dit à la fin que je ne la 
savois pas’; some years later, he added a rueful 
footnote: ‘Je ne prévoyois guère encore qu’on le 
diroit enfin malgré le Dictionnaire’.3

That Rousseau played a central role in the mu-
sical life of his era has long been recognized. But 
that he was an insightful commentator on even 
the most recondite musical questions of his day 
is a fact that may be gleaned from only the most 
recent secondary literature4—or from a direct 
acquaintance with Rousseau’s own writings.
Cultivating the latter has become decidedy eas-
ier in recent years. The fifth and final volume of 
the now-standard Pléiade edition of Rousseau’s 
oeuvres complètes, which appeared in 1995, of-
fers a near-comprehensive survey of the musical 
writings in a convenient and richly annotated 
form. Yet despite the volume’s many strengths, 
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1 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Rousseau juge de Jean-Jacques: dialogues, in: Bernard Gagnebin and Marcel Raymond (eds), 

Jean-Jacques Rousseau: oeuvres complètes, 5 vols, Paris: Pléiade, 1959-1995, vol. 1, p. 872.  Subsequent references to 

this edition are abbreviated OC, followed by volume and page numbers.

2 ‘Sans être savant dans la théorie et dans l’histoire de la musique; sans avoir possédé une connaissance pratique 

de l’harmonie et du contrepoint; sans avoir même été assez habile lecteur pour déchiffrer une simple leçon de 

solfège, Jean-Jacques Rousseau exerça une grande influence sur la musique de son temps en France. La hardiesse 

de ses idées, le charme de son style, les singularités de sa vie, ses malheurs, attachaient à toutes ses productions 

un intérêt qui devait rejaillir sur ses oeuvres musicales et sur ses opinions. Dans l’esthétique de la musique, il eut 

d’ailleurs des vues justes, élevées, et ce qu’il en a écrit n’a pas été sans fruit pour la réforme du goût des Français 

dans cet art’, François-Joseph Fétis, Biographie universelle des musiciens, Brussels: Leroux, 1835-1844, vol. 7, p. 408 

(s.v. ‘Rousseau, Jean-Jacques’).

3 OC, vol. 1, p. 383.

4 See, in particular, Marie-Elisabeth Duchez, ‘Jean-Jacques Rousseau historien de la musique’, in: Hugues Dufourt 

and Joël-Marie Fauquet (eds), La Musique du théorique au politique, Paris: Aux Amateurs des livres, 1991, pp. 39-111; 

John T. Scott, ‘The Harmony Between Rousseau’s Musical Theory and his Philosophy’, in: Journal of the History 

of Ideas 59 (1998), pp. 287-308; Jean-Paul Montagnier, ‘Les motets de Jean-Jacques Rousseau’, in: Annales suisses 

de musicologie 18 (1998), pp. 123-46; Claude Dauphin, La Musique au temps des encyclopédistes, Ferney-Voltaire: 

Centre international d’étude du XVIIIe siècle, 2001; Michael O’Dea, ‘Consonances et dissonances: Rousseau et 

d’Alembert face à l’oeuvre théorique de Jean-Philippe Rameau’, in: Recherches sur Diderot et sur l’Encyclopédie 35 

(2003), pp. 105-30; Alexander Rehding, ‘Rousseau, Rameau, and Enharmonic Furies in the French Enlightenment’, 

in: Journal of Music Theory 49 (2003), pp. 141-80; Jacqueline Waeber, ‘Paysage d’avant Querelle: Rousseau
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there are some regrettable omissions: the four 
hundred some odd articles that Rousseau wrote 
for Diderot and d’Alembert’s Encyclopédie are 
left out entirely; the important manuscript es-
say ‘Du Principe de la mélodie’ is given only in 
part; and for a variety of reasons, the Diction-
naire de musique had to be printed without the 
critical apparatus originally envisioned.
It is therefore an event of extraordinary impor-
tance that the Dictionnaire should now be made 
available in a fine new critical edition by Claude 
Dauphin.5 Also available is a new facsimile of 
the 1768 octavo edition, likewise prepared and 
introduced by Dauphin.6

In all, Rousseau’s Dictionnaire de musique runs 
to 904 articles ranging from simple cross refer-
ences or one-sentence definitions to miniature 
treatises spanning dozens of pages (e.g. ‘Opéra’, 
‘Système’). The topics covered are as diverse as 
Greek harmonic theory, French ars nova nota-
tion, the performance of plainchant, operatic 
aesthetics, and tuning systems; organology is 
perhaps the only sphere of eighteenth-century 
musical thought that is entirely unrepresent-

ed.7 Among the Dictionnaire’s more underap-
preciated aspects, finally, is one that will be of 
particular interest to readers of this journal: 
namely, its extensive coverage of eighteenth-
century music theory. Over the course of its 
pages, Rousseau provides a lucid, accurate, and 
trenchantly critical account of Jean-Philippe 
Rameau’s theory of harmony—and one that 
takes into account the reactions of such early 
commentators as d’Alembert, Charles Henri 
de Blainville and Jean-Adam Serre.8 One could 
hardly ask for a more comprehensive source on 
the early French reception of Rameau’s writ-
ings. Equally impressive is the lengthy synopsis 
of Tartini’s Trattato di musica that concludes 
the entry ‘Système’, the first extended review of 
that treatise in French.
Rousseau’s Dictionnaire de musique was unu-
sually long in the making. The text had its 
beginnings in the articles Rousseau wrote for 
the Encyclopédie in 1749. In 1753 or 1754, he 
began revising those entries with a view to reis-
suing them apart.9 He attacked the project with 
considerable esprit in the mid-1750s, among 

 continuateur de Grimm’, in: Claude Dauphin (ed.), Musique et langage chez Rousseau, Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 

2004, pp. 229-49; idem, ‘L’Invention du récitatif obligé, ou comment relire la Lettre sur la musique françoise’, in: 

Andrea Fabiano (ed.), La Querelle des Bouffons dans la vie culturelle française du XVIIIe siècle, Paris: CNRS, 2005, pp. 

187-293; idem, ‘Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s “unité de mélodie”’, in: Journal of the American Musicological Society 62 

(2009), pp. 79-144; Martin Stern, ‘Le problème de la conversion dans la pensée musicale de J.-J. Rousseau et ses 

conséquences théoriques’, Ph.D. dissertation, Département de Philosophie, Université Charles de Gaulle-Lille III, 

2006; Nathan Martin, ‘Rameau and Rousseau: Harmony and History in the Age of Reason’, Ph.D. dissertation, 

Schulich School of Music, McGill University, 2008.

5 With the assistance of a team of rousseauistes including Daniel Paquette, Michael O’Dea, Pierre Saby, Yves 

Jaffrès, and in one small measure, the author of this review: I contributed a note to the entry ‘Suspension’ 

(printed on p. 695) concerning the so-called ‘Leçons de musique’ held at the Bibliothèque publique et 

universitaire de Genève (mf. 230).  All quotations from the Dictionnaire in what follows are cited from 

Dauphin’s critical edition.

6 The Dictionnaire de musique was first published in quarto by Duchesne in November 1767 (despite being 

dated 1768 on the title page). The octavo edition, also published in Paris by Duschene, appeared the following 

year. On the other early editions of the text, see OC, vol. 5, pp. 1828-31.

7 The fact stems from the original distribution of labour in the Encyclopédie: Diderot kept lutherie for himself as 

a branch of ars mécanique.

8 See Martin, ‘Rameau and Rousseau’, esp. chapters 3 and 4.

9 ‘Blessé de l’imperfection de mes articles, à mesure que les volumes de l’Encyclopédie paroissoient, je résolus 

de refondre le tout sur mon brouillon, et d’en faire à loisir un ouvrage à part traité avec plus de soin’ (p. 69). 

On the dating of the early stages of this work, see Jean-Jacques Eigeldinger’s introduction to the Dictionnaire, 

OC, vol. 5, p. cclxxii. For the further evidence concerning Rousseau’s working procedures that can be gleaned 

from the surviving notes and drafts in the Bibliothèque publique et universitaire de Neuchâtel, see Alain 

Cernuschi, ‘Entre les articles musicaux de l’Encyclopédie et le Dictionnaire de musique: une “Table des mots” 

énigmatique’, in: Bulletin de l’Association Jean-Jacques Rousseau 55 (2000), pp. 27-60; and Nathan Martin, ‘An 

Unknown Rousseau Autograph: The Neuchâtel Manuscript of NOTES, en Musique’, in: SVEC 2008:06, pp. 

313-25.
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other things adapting it to respond to Ram-
eau’s attacks in the Erreurs sur la musique dans 
l’Encyclopédie of 1755. In April of 1756, how-
ever, Rousseau moved from Paris to Montmor-
ency and in so doing cut himself off from both 
the sources and materials he required for his 
work and the artistic and intellectual milieu 
that had inspired it.10 In the later 1750s, in-
creasingly preoccupied with his love-affair with 
Mme de Houdetot, his ruptures with Diderot, 
Grimm and Mme d’Épinay, and three of the 
books on which his literary reputation has 
come to rest—La Nouvelle Héloïse, Émile and 
Du Contrat social—Rousseau gradually lost in-
terest in the Dictionnaire. It was not until 1764, 
when, having been chased from France by the 
controversy ignited by Émile, he found uneasy 
refuge in the Swiss Val de Travers, that he finally 
brought the text to completion.
One of the greatest impediments to the mod-
ern reader of the Dictionnaire is the textual dis-
order that resulted from this lengthy, much-in-
terrupted gestation – a disorder compounded 
by Rousseau’s apparent disinclination, when he 
eventually published the work, to thoroughly 
revise its earlier parts. Though Rousseau’s 
musical opinions had shifted considerably in 
the seventeen-year period separating the En-
cyclopédie articles from the finished text, one 
finds significant passages from those original 
articles reprised verbatim in the Dictionnaire, 
often standing beside much later, and less than 
perfectly compatible, additions.
Compounding these problems are a series of 
difficulties that stem from the genre of the work 
– from its status as a dictionary. Dictionaries, 
after all, are to be consulted, not read. As Ernst 
Cassirer remarks, a dictionary favours coordi-
nation and comprehensiveness over systematic 

argumentation and internal coherence.11 As a 
reference work, it succeeds primarily through 
compendiousness: a good topical dictionary 
provides a wide-ranging summary of what has 
been said and thought on the subject-matter 
that it treats; its concern is to be encyclopedic, 
not internally consistent. The result is in princi-
ple an agglomeration of discrete, individuated 
articles indexed by headword and arranged al-
phabetically. To read such a text as a whole, as 
though it were a piece of expository prose, is 
therefore to use it against its grain.
A consequence is that our normal modes of 
reading become problematic when applied to 
such a work. How to read a treatise seems obvi-
ous: one starts at the beginning and reads to the 
end, marking difficult or obscure passages along 
the way but trying not to get too bogged down; 
then, having brought the whole into some kind 
of view, one returns to the difficult parts, locates 
parallel passages, and by moving back and forth 
between these, and between the detail and the 
whole, one ideally moves towards an ever more 
comprehensive understanding of the text. But if 
there is no whole in anything but the most nomi-
nal sense, then the method must obviously begin 
to flounder. Locating parallel passages in a dic-
tionary also becomes more vexed thanks to the 
genre’s inherent polyvocality. For a dictionary 
tends to be a composite work: it aims to give an 
adequate representation of a field of knowledge, 
and so typically takes the form of a collage of ex-
tracts and paraphrases of other, more primary 
texts. But if ostensibly parallel discussions are in 
fact quotations or paraphrases from disparate 
sources, then they cannot be used unproblem-
atically to interpret one another.
Rousseau’s Dictionnaire, in sum, poses some 
significant challenges to the reader, challenges 

10 ‘Éloigné des amusemens de la Ville, je perdis bientôt les goûts qui s’y rapportoient; privé des communications 

qui pouvoient m’éclairer sur mon ancien objet, j’en perdis aussi toutes les vues; et soit que depuis ce tems 

l’Art ou sa théorie aient fait des progrès, n’étant pas même à portée d’en rien savoir, je ne fus plus en état de 

les suivre. Convaincu, cependant, de l’utilité du travail que j’avois entrepris, je m’y remettois de tems à autre, 

mais toujours avec moins de succès, et toujours éprouvant que les difficultés d’un Livre de cette espèce 

demandent, pour les vaincre, des lumières que je n’étois plus en état d’acquérir, et une chaleur d’intérêt que 

j’avois cessé d’y mettre’ (p. 70).

11 ‘[D]as Wörterbuch läßt, entgegen dem Geist der Über- und Unterordnung, der die rationalen Systeme 

beherrscht, den Geist der bloßen Nebenordnung am reinsten hervortreten. In ihm gibt es keine Hierarchie 

der Begriffe, keine deduktive Ableitung des einen aus dem anderen; sondern in ihm gibt es nur noch ein 

einfaches Beisammen von Materien, deren jede der anderen gleichbedeutend ist und sich mit ihr in den 

Anspruch auf vollkommene Darstellung und erschöpfende Behandlung teilt.’ Ernst Cassirer, Die Philosophie 

der Aufklärung, reprinted Hamburg: Felix Meiner Verlag, 2007, p. 211.
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that stem both from its generic attributes and 
from the vicissitudes of its composition. But if 
the Dictionnaire is to be used as a guide to re-
constructing Rousseau’s musical thought – and 
it is, to emphasize, our most comprehensive 
source for that endeavour – then these difficul-
ties must be met and overcome.
Fortunately, Rousseau himself provides some 
guidance in this task. He was, first of all, quite 
cognizant of one of the generic difficulties that 
his dictionary posed.  And he proposed a means 
of circumventing it: ‘Mon premier projet,’ he 
wrote in the work’s preface, ‘étoit d’en traiter 
si relativement les articles, d’en lier si bien les 
suites par des renvois, que le tout, avec la com-
modité d’un Dictionnaire, eût l’avantage d’un 
Traité suivi’ (p. 71). By working an extensive 
network of cross references (renvois) into the 
body of his articles – a technique he borrowed 
from Diderot and d’Alembert – Rousseau 
hoped to impose a systematic interconnected-
ness upon the disparate articles that compose 
his dictionary. The attempt was only partly a 
success,12 but the renvois frequently work well 
enough to provide a kind of roadmap through 
a particular topical sector of the text. Readers 
interested in Rousseau’s presentation of music 
theory, for instance, might begin by looking up 
‘Harmonie’, and would be lead from there to 
‘Accord’, ‘Accompagnement’, ‘Basse-fondamen-
tale’, ‘Cadence’, ‘Dissonance’, ‘Mélodie’, ‘Modu-
lation’, and ‘Système’, each of which furnishes 
further cross references. By following the route 
traced out in Rousseau’s renvois in this way, the 
reader can reconstruct a semi-continuous trea-
tise on harmony.
Of course, such maps only go so far: though 
they provide a rough guide to particular topics 
covered in the Dictionnaire, they do nothing 
to resolve inconsistencies and contradictions 
in the treatment. A case in point is the entry 
‘Dissonance’, over the course of which Rous-
seau gives four distinct and seemingly irrec-
oncilable accounts of the origin of dissonant 
chords. The first (§§ 6-13) is paraphrased 
from d’Alembert’s Elémens de musique (1752) 
and in effect recapitulates Rameau’s posi-

tion in the Génération harmonique (1737). 
Rousseau then goes on (§§ 14-21) to criticize 
Rameau’s account, harping in particular upon 
the composer’s difficulties in generating the 
fourth scale degree. Following immediately 
upon these criticisms (§§ 22-31) is a discus-
sion of what Rousseau calls the ‘origine pure-
ment mécanique de la dissonance’, according 
to which the seventh and added sixth chords 
are constructed simply by adding the relevant 
notes to the triad. Next (§§ 32-36), Rousseau 
suggests that the seventh and added sixth 
both derive from the so-called natural sev-
enth, i.e. the seventh partial of the overtone 
series.13 The entry then concludes (§ 40) with 
the claim that only those intervals that corre-
spond to irrational ratios are truly dissonant, 
but that past a certain (unspecified) point of 
complexity, intervals having rational ratios 
are perceived as dissonant. The reader is left 
wondering, to say the least, what Rousseau’s 
position is.
Some part of the confusion can be dissolved 
when the different textual layers of Rousseau’s 
article are sorted out. With respect to this en-
deavour, Dauphin’s critical edition is an im-
measurable improvement over any previous 
text, since it clearly and consistently marks 
the variants between the Encylopédie and the 
Dictionnaire. Thus we can learn simply from 
inspecting Dauphin’s edition that the discus-
sion of the ‘origine purement mécanique’ of 
dissonance (§§ 22-31) is taken over from the 
original 1749 article, whereas the other ac-
counts detailed above were added later. It 
helps also to know whether Rousseau is para-
phrasing a source or offering his own opinion, 
and though he sometimes tells us – §§ 14-21 
for instance are explicitly introduced as a par-
aphrase from d’Alembert – he frequently does 
not. In making this determination, the criti-
cal commentary in Dauphin’s edition is often 
an excellent guide. A note by Pierre Saby, for 
instance, correctly identifies the ‘origine pure-
ment mécanique de la dissonance’, which has 
sometimes been mistaken for an original con-
tribution of Rousseau’s, as a paraphrase from 

12 Rousseau continues in the preface: ‘mais pour exécuter ce projet, il eût fallu me rendre sans cesse présentes 

toutes les parties de l’Art, et n’en traiter aucune sans me rappeller les autres; ce que le défaut de ressources 

et mon goût attiédi m’ont bientôt rendu impossible’ (p. 71).

13 The idea may derive from Tartini’s Trattato di musica (1754).
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Rameau, and Saby’s note also generously re-
produces the relevant passages from the Nou-
veau systême and Génération harmonique.14

Dauphin’s edition is less helpful when it comes 
to the relative dating of the remaining three 
passages. Gaining more traction on this prob-
lem thus means turning to the autograph copy 
of the Dictionnaire preserved at the Bibli-
othèque publique et universitaire de Neuchâtel 
(ms. R. 55). The chief interest of the Neuchâtel 
autograph lies in the numerous additions and 
corrections that it contains, for although Rous-
seau began the text as a fair copy, he ended up 
making extensive revisions to his manuscript 
throughout the 1750s.15 Thanks to Rousseau’s 
particular working procedures, these revisions 
can often be used to date the parts of a given 
article relative to one another. Rousseau began 
by copying each article into his manuscript us-
ing the recto of each leaf only and leaving the 
verso blank for additions and corrections. Pas-
sages that appear on the versos of the Neuchâtel 
manuscript are therefore additions and correc-
tions that postdate the original copying of the 
article. In the case of ‘Dissonance,’ the Neuchâ-
tel manuscript reveals that §§ 32-36 are a later 
addition postdating both §§ 6-13 and § 40. The 
confusion of the article arises largely from this 
late addition, which, due to inadequate final ed-
iting, is not properly integrated into the article 
as a whole. In this instance, therefore, separat-
ing out the temporal strata in Rousseau’s arti-
cle can help minimize, if not exactly resolve, its 
inconsistencies by revealing the development in 
Rousseau’s thought and perhaps ultimately the 
direction in which it tends.
Unfortunately, Dauphin’s edition does not sys-
tematically identify these textual layers. Doing 
so would no doubt have been impractical: it 
would have unduly cluttered already richly an-
notated pages and would have swelled the vol-
ume’s bulk well beyond its current and more 
than respectable 890 pages. No doubt the ideal 
solution would be to join a third publication 

to Dauphin’s two editions, and to reproduce 
the Neuchâtel manuscript of the Dictionnaire 
in facsimile, as has already been done for the 
far less interesting autograph of the Essai sur 
l’origine des langues.16

If Rousseau’s Dictionnaire is really as imper-
fect as I have suggested; if, as Rousseau admit-
ted, ‘C’est ici moins un Dictionnaire en forme, 
qu’un recueil de matériaux pour un Diction-
naire’ (p. 69); and if reading it is really as ar-
duous as I have implied, some readers might 
fairly wonder if the text is worth the trouble. 
For dedicated rousseauistes the answer is easy: 
the Dictionnaire is Rousseau’s most sustained 
meditation on music, and we cannot claim to 
know his views unless we take it into account. 
But readers interested in eighteenth-century 
music more generally, or in the pre-history of 
academic musicology will find many rewards 
for their efforts. At its most basic level, Rous-
seau’s Dictionnaire is an invaluable compen-
dium of eighteenth-century French musical 
terminology, and it offers considerable insight 
into eighteenth-century attitudes and tastes 
(and not just Rousseau’s).  The text, more-
over, enjoyed a long posterity both in France 
and in England. Burney cites it frequently in 
his General History of Music (1776-1789), and 
of the hundred or so articles that he contrib-
uted to Rees’ encyclopedia (1802-1820), 85 are 
borrowed from Rousseau. In France, some 350 
of Rousseau’s articles were incorporated into 
the Supplément à l’Encyclopédie (1776-1777). 
The Encyclopédie méthodique’s two volumes 
on music (1791-1818) reproduce Rousseau’s 
Dictionnaire in extenso, with—in the first vol-
ume (A-G), edited by N.-E. Framery and P.-L. 
Ginguené—illuminating and helpful annota-
tions and interpolations.17 Castil-Blaze bor-
rowed liberally from Rousseau’s Dictionnaire 
in his own Dictionnaire de musique moderne 
(1821), despite disparaging Jean-Jacques in its 
preface. Dauphin, finally, suggests a line of fili-

14 E.g. in Xavier Bouvier, ‘Rousseau et la théorie ramiste’, OC, vol. 5, p. 1687.

15 So much so that a second copy, also autograph and now at the Bibliothèque municipale de Lille (ms. 270), 

had to be prepared for the printer.

16 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Essai sur l’origine des langues: fac-similé du manuscrit de Neuchâtel, introduced by Jean 

Starobinski with a historical note by Frédéric S. Eigeldinger, Paris: Champion, 1997.

17 Jean-Jacques Eigeldinger, from whose introduction to the Dictionnaire in the Pléiade edition of Rousseau’s 

works these details are taken, calls Framery and Ginguené’s work the first critical edition of Rousseau’s 

Dictionnaire, a distinction here reserved for Dauphin’s text. See OC, vol. 5, p. ccxciv.
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ation linking the Dictionnaire de musique to the 
Einaudi Enciclopedia recently prepared by Jean-
Jacques Nattiez.18

Though I have dwelt at length on Dauphin’s 
critical edition, readers should not thereby be 
lead to neglect his facsimile edition. The two 
works are in many ways complimentary. Spe-
cialists, in particular, will be delighted to have 
ready access to the 1768 octavo edition of the 
Dictionnaire, and the decision to reproduce the 
plates from the Encyclopédie rather than the 
Dictionnaire—somewhat odd when the fac-
simile is considered by itself—proves inspired 
when the works are taken together, in that the 
Encyclopédie and Dictionnaire plates (the latter 
reproduced in the critical edition) can now be 
compared at a glance.
Both works, in sum, should be on the shelves of 
anyone interested in Rousseau, in eighteenth-
century music theory, in eighteenth-century 
musical thought more generally, or in the first 
stirrings of what eventually became academic 
musicology. Dauphin’s critical edition, in par-
ticular, is a magnificent achievement, and one 
hopes that its timely appearance will give re-
newed impetus to our ongoing revaluation of 
Rousseau musicien. 

(Nathan Martin holds a Mellon Postdoctoral 
Fellowship in Music at Columbia University. He 
received his PhD in 2009 from McGill University 
for ‘Rameau and Rousseau: Harmony and His-
tory in the Age of Reason’.)

18 Jean-Jacques Nattiez (ed.), Enciclopedia della musica, 5 vols, Turin: Einaudi, 2001-2005. Translated into French 

as Musiques: une encyclopédie pour le XXIe siècle, 5 vols, Arles: Actes sud and Paris: Cité de la musique, 2003-

2007.
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